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ABSTRACT

a
s
An approach to modeling long-term consistencies in
peech signal within the framework of a hybrid Hidden

)
s
Markov Model (HMM) / Multilayer Perceptron (MLP
peaker-independent continuous-speech recognition system

e
s
is presented. Several ways to model male and femal
peech more accurately with separate models are dis-

w
cussed, one of which is investigated in depth. A method

hich combines gender-independent and -dependent MLP
y

w
training is demonstrated, improving recognition accurac

hile retaining robustness. A series of network architec-
t

e
tures (using our training method) for the connectionis
stimation of gender-dependent HMM observation proba-

a
bilities are evaluated in terms of recognition performance
nd number of additional parameters needed. Experimen-

r
tal evalutation shows a significant improvement in word
ecognition accuracy over the gender-independent system

with a moderate increase in the number of parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

-
t
Bourlard and Morgan [1,8] have demonstrated that mul
ilayer perceptrons (MLPs) can successfully estimate the

-
k
state-dependent observation probabilities in a hidden Mar
ov model (HMM) based speech recognition system [12].

S
We have incorporated MLP probability estimation into the

RI-DECIPHER system. The MLP in our hybrid system
-

i
computes the posterior probabilities of context
ndependent phone classes, which are then converted to

.
T
HMM state observation likelihoods using Bayes’s rule

he hybrid HMM/MLP system combines discriminative

s
MLP training procedures with the sequential mapping
trengths of conventional HMM speech recognizers.

s
t

A weakness in the underlying HMM framework i
he output-independence assumption, which states that the

s
o
probability of observing any given acoustic vector depend
n only the current HMM state. With the HMM con-

f
sidered as a stochastic speech generator, outputs from
rame to frame are assumed independent of each other

p
regardless of the exact generating process (or state). A
urely context-independent HMM is a memoryless system,

a
which cannot model short or long-term correlations in its
coustic input. This simplifying assumption, although

n
p
necessary to reduce the size of the parameter estimatio
roblem, is obviously inaccurate; all portions of any given

eutterance are produced by the same speaker, using th

same vocal tract, in the same acoustic environment, and
.

C
share a common dialect, vowel space, and speaker gender

ontext-dependent HMM’s partially overcome these
r

p
deficiencies using our linguistic knowledge and a riche
arameter space to partially model acoustic correlations

s
a
based on phonetic context. The use of delta parameters a
dditional speech features in state of the art systems pro-

vides a way of modeling short-time correlations explicitly.

The purpose of consistency modeling is to model

o
long-term consistencies in speech using training databases
f practical size. Consistent features include the identity

l
s
of a speaker, speaker vocal tract size and shape, vowe
pace, dialect, gender, or speech rate or style. For exam-

s
ple, the training data could be clustered according to
peaker height, which may be correlated with vocal tract

e
length. Separate HMM models could be estimated from
ach data cluster, with recognizers using each set of

f
models run in parallel. The most probable hypothesis
rom all available recognizers would then be chosen as the

-
e
best sentence hypothesis. Alternatively, the HMM param
ters could be made a function of height, the value of

.
F
which would adapt the speech recognition process

inally, height-dependent models could be combined with
e

n
or adapted from initial height-independent ones. On
atural first choice of consistent feature to model is

r
h
speaker gender; with only two values, each data cluste
as a maximal size. Furthermore, there are obvious

-
s
differences between male and female speech, and it is pos
ible to reliably estimate speaker gender.

e
a

Past experiments with separate modeling of mal
nd female speech in HMMs have shown improved recog-

.
I
nition performance [10, 11], given enough training data
n DECIPHER, the usual approach doubles the number of

m
parameters to be estimated by training gender-specific

odels on male/female partitioned datasets. Very large
a

s
amounts of training data were necessary to make
ignificant improvement [10]. Although they attempt to

s
e
model more self-consistent speech, each model i
stimated on only half the amount of training data, making

t
i
them less robust to novel speakers. A better way (no
mplemented in DECIPHER) to model speaker gender

g
effects in the HMM framework may be to combine
ender-independent (GI) and gender-dependent (GD)

,
w
models, using the deleted interpolation algorithm [5]

hich solves the reduced training set size problem. This



m
approach still has the disadvantage of doubling parameter

- 2 -

emory needs, as compared to GI systems.

-
s

This paper describes our first attempts at con
istency modeling within the MLP component of the

m
hybrid HMM/MLP DECIPHER system. We chose to

odel speaker gender consistency initially. In the future
e

m
we will be able to compare results with separat

ale/female modeling in the pure HMM Decipher system.

r
s

In the future, we plan to extend our results to othe
ources of pronunciation consistency, and to combine our

o
gender- and context-dependent [2,3,4] approaches. Since
ther consistency classes may have more than two natural

s
clusters (speaker-dialect region has eight values in our
peech database, for example), a naive data-partitioning

t
t
approach where we train separate models from disjoin
raining subsets could result in too little data for robust

m
training. Therefore, a secondary research goal was to

inimize the number of additional parameters needed for

d
our consistency-modeling approach. The approaches
escribed here both test a smoothing method to combine

c
gender-independent and gender-dependent parameters, and
ompares a number of alternative MLP architectures

s
o
which limit the duplication of parameters to small region
f the entire parameter space, under the assumption that

t
large portions of the acoustic model of English should be
he same for males and females.

P

T

2. GENDER INDEPENDENT HYBRID HMM/ML

he baseline hybrid HMM/MLP DECIPHER speech-

s
recognition system [2,12] replaces the tied-mixture HMM
tate-dependent observation probability densities with

-
i
(scaled) probability estimates computed by a MLP, keep
ng the HMM topology unchanged. The MLP architecture

u
is a feed-forward network with 234 inputs, 512 hidden
nits, and 69 outputs. Input units are linear and all others

-
t
are sigmoidal. The 234 inputs represent 9 frames of ceps
ra, delta cepstra, log energy, and delta log energy speech

features as described in Section 5 and [9].

The training of the hybrid system is described else-

t
where in this volume [2]. To summarize, the MLP is
rained using stochastic gradient descent and a relative-

d
entropy error criterion. The 1 of N target distribution is
efined as 1 for the output index corresponding to the

e
h
correct phone class label and 0 otherwise. Assuming w
ave enough training data, choose an appropriate number

t
s
of parameters in the MLP, and that training does not ge
tuck in poorly performing local minima, the MLP will

approximate [13] the posterior class probabilities
, where corresponds to the j-th phone classP j t j(q e Y ) q

Ytand is the acoustic vector at time t. Frame
-

v
classification performance on an independent cross
alidation set is used to control the learning rate and

d
a
decide when to halt training. Learning rate is controlle
s in Cohen [2].

The hybrid system is bootstrapped from the pure
e

M
HMM DECIPHER system [10]. Target labels for th

LP outputs, representing each of 69 context-independent
i

a
phone classes, are obtained from the HMM forced-Viterb
lignments.

During recognition, Bayes’s rule is used to convert
l

o
the network outputs to the (scaled) phone-class conditiona
bservation likelihoods required by the HMM,

)
j t t

(1
j

P t j(Y e q ) =
P (q )

P (q e Y ) P (Y )hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

P (q e Y )j twhere is the network output. The prior proba-
bility distribution, , of the phone classes over theP (q )
M

j
LP training set is obtained by counting over the training

etarget data. , the pdf for the acoustic vector, is thP (Y )
s

t
ame over all competing HMM paths and can be ignored

e
M
as it contributes equally to all sentence hypotheses. Thes

LP observation likelihoods replace those formerly gen-
erated by tied Gaussian mixtures in the baseline system.

3. GENDER DEPENDENT HYBRID HMM/MLP

eA GD MLP is trained to compute , thP (q e Y gender )j t ,
s

g
posterior probability of a context-independent phone clas
iven the current acoustic vector and the speaker’s gender.

4
Network architecture and training are described in Section
.

To use the network in the hybrid HMM/MLP
o

o
DECIPHER, the network’s output must be converted t
bservation likelihoods using Bayes’s rule,

)
j t t

(2a
j

P t j(Y e q , gender ) =
P (q e gender )

P (q e Y , gender ) × P (Y e gender )hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh)P (gender e Y ) P (Y

)
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh ×

P (gender

)P (q e Y gender

)
=

P (q e genderj

j t , t t
(2b)

dwhere is the MLP output anP (q e Y gender )j t ,

j is the prior probability of each phone
c
P (q e gender )
lass over the male or female portions of the MLP train-

ing set, respectively. All experiments reported here obtain
by counting the examples of each phoneP j(q e gender )

.class in the MLP training set

The factor is the posterior proba-P (gender e Y )t
.bility of the speaker’s gender given the acoustic evidence

is the prior probability of male or female
u
P (gender )
tterances, and is simply the proportion of male or female

speech frames in the training set. As before, canP (Y )t

t )
f
be ignored in recognition. We obtain P (gender e Y
rom a second, gender-classification neural network, which

y
[
estimates speaker sex with greater than 90% accurac
6,7].

Gender-dependent speech recognition is performed
s

w
by first combining each of the two gender specific MLP

ith the GI HMM to produce male and female subrecog-

s
nizers, which are run in parallel on unknown speech. The
entence hypothesis with the highest probability from

either recognizer is then chosen.

As a way of simplifiying the system, we ran the
rsubrecognizers without the gender classifie

. In these experiments, however, theP t(gender e Y )
male sentence hypothesis was chosen a disproportionate

.
T
number of times, leading to reduced recognition accuracy

he GD MLPs used to compute the observation likeli-

a
hoods in Eqn. (2) were trained with twice as much male
s female data, perhaps leading to a stronger "male" out-

-
h
put activation and hence a higher male sentence likeli
ood, even when male and female networks were given

the same acoustic input.

4. GENDER-DEPENDENT MLPS

d
t
We had two goals in this investigation. First, we wante
o increase speech recognition accuracy in our hybrid

c
r
HMM/MLP system through better modeling of acousti
egularities within speech produced by the same speaker.

Although there are some fundamental differences between



b
male and female speech (fundamental frequency, or pitch,
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eing the most obvious) there are many more linguistic
similarities that should be exploited for better recognition.

Simultaneously, we wanted to explore the cost-
-

t
performance trade-off associated with the number of addi
ional parameters needed for gender modeling or adapta-

-
c
tion. Our standard HMM technique for modeling gender
onsistency performs poorly on this scale, yielding a small

i
performance boost at high cost. In this scenario, the train-
ng data are first partitioned into male and female sets,

i
which are used to train separate models. Because of the
ncreased similarity of the speech within the separate

-
b
training sets, the acoustic models will have sharper distri
utions producing improved recognition performance.

m
Unfortunately, without smoothing of the GI and GD

odels (using deleted interpolation for example) the GD
a

a
models will be at best trained with only half the dat
vailable for GI models, so there may not be enough train-

.
G
ing data to robustly estimate the model parameters

ender modeling in HMM systems has therefore

l
significantly improved recognition performance only when
arge amounts of training data are available. Furthermore,

g
this separate modeling technique may take advantage of
ender-consistent features of the speech but decrease the

e
w
usefulness of other consistent features. The decreas

ould be further exacerbated if separate models were con-
structed from smaller portions of the data.

In the connectionist domain, we could also choose

s
to partition the training data and construct entirely
eparate models, with the same advantages and disadvan-

-
b
tages described for HMMs. However, due to the distri
uted nature of MLP-based representations, it is straight-

f
t
forward to design MLP architectures which share part o
he parameter space, and only split off a portion of the

s
a
parameters to model gender-specific characteristics. It i
lso simple to add extra M/F inputs to the network, mak-

r
o
ing network parameters into a function of speaker gende
r other characteristics; we will investigate this approach

in detail in a future paper.

In neural network training, the starting point in
e

t
weight space often determines the final solutions availabl
o the network. In this work, we decided to perform

y
i
gender dependent training by adjusting our weights onl
ncrementally from a starting point defined by the fully

f
t
trained gender-independent parameters, keeping much o
he information encoded in the original network. Concep-

r
s
tually, this procedure provides some degree of non-linea
moothing between our initial gender-independent and

s
m
final gender-dependent parameters [4]. Furthermore, thi

ethod reduces the training time needed obtain gender-

i
dependent networks (compared with training from random
nitial weights).

We constructed and trained a series of networks
,

r
which share different subsets of their weight matrices
anging from a case which increases the number of param-

I
M
eters in the GD network by 512 over the number in the G

LP, to one which increases the number of weights by
,

t
155,717. This last network has no parameter sharing
hereby doubling the size of the GI network. In practice,

t
the GD MLPs are first initialized with the GI weights, and
hen trained separately on male and female training sub-

a
sets with some connection strengths fixed, according to the
rchitectural definition (See figure 2). The labels (G1—

eG5) assigned to the different network architectures will b

used throughout this paper.

G1: Gender-dependent (GD) hidden layer biases: This
s

(
network had the fewest number of additional weight
512), since we are replacing the original, "always on"

i
hidden bias input with two M/F bias inputs, one of which
s always on and the other off. If we interpret the hidden

t
t
layer units as feature detectors, the different biases adjus
he activation of each detector, depending on the gender.

s
b
G2: GD output weights and biases: This architecture i
ased on the assumption that the hidden layer activations

s
t
represent relatively low level acoustic features, and allow
he separate M/F sets of hidden-to-output weights to use

s
3
those features in different ways. This architecture give
5,397 more weights than the GI network.

s
a
G3: GD input-hidden layer weights and biases: Thi
pproach is based on the assumption that during the initial

t
a
GI training the hidden layer activations learn to represen

useful set of features for phonetic classification. The

w
goal of GD training is to allow the input-to-hidden

eights to learn alternative (refined) mappings from the
-

t
input acoustics to the hidden layer features. This architec
ure results in 120,320 more weights than the GI network.

:
T
G4: GD hidden-output weights, hidden and output biases

his network is a combination of G1 and G2. The
t

w
motivation for this architecture was similar to G2, bu

ith added flexibility to alter the hidden layer features.

G
This approach results in 35,397 more parameters than the

I MLP.

G5: All weights are gender dependent: This architecture
-

w
is the extreme case, in which we use two separate net

orks which do not share any of their parameters. How-

G
ever, this network uses the same approach to smoothing

I and GD weights as G1—G4, gaining full flexibility to
s

a
refine the speech features learned by the GI network. Thi
rchitecture doubles the number of parameters (from

155,717 to 311,434) of the GI network.

5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

-
i
Training and recognition experiments used the speaker
ndependent, continuous-speech DARPA Resource

e
o
Management (RM) database, which has a vocabulary siz
f 998 words. For MLP training, the standard DARPA

0
t
3,990 sentence training set was subdivided into 3,51
raining (2,430 male, 1,080 female) and 480 (400 male, 80

7
a
female) cross-validation sentences, corresponding to 1.1
nd 0.16 million speech frames respectively. The testing

9
D
data consisted of 600 sentences from the Feb89 and Oct8

ARPA test sets (5,245 words). We ran tests with both
h

n
the standard word-pair (perplexity 60) grammar and wit
o grammar.

A 12th order Mel cepstrum was computed for each
r

w
10-ms speech frame to produce an input speech vecto

ith 26 components: log energy plus 12 cepstral

d
coefficients, and their first derivatives. A nine-frame win-
ow of 234 input values was presented as the network

hinput vector , and the phone class label associated witYt
the central frame was defined as the target class. Means

M
and variances were calculated over the 3,510 sentence

LP training set, and were used to normalize each input

n
acoustic vector to zero mean and unit variance. All GD
etworks trained from GI initial weights continued to use

GI mean and variance vectors.



d
An initial gender-independent MLP with 512 hid-

- 4 -

en units was trained. The GD MLP weight matrices

r
were initialized with these GI weights rather than from
andom values, and then trained with a small learning rate

c
for from one to three additional iterations (depending on
ross-validation performance) on the partitioned male and

-
m
female training sets. The same mean and variance nor

alization vectors used with the GI training were used in
e

o
the GD training phase, since the initial weights wer
ptimized with respect to input data preprocessed with

these values.

For comparison, two additional networks were

d
trained from random weights on the gender-partitioned
ata. One of these used the same architecture as G5

d
a
(without the GI smoothing), the other was similar but use

reduced 50-ms input window (130 inputs). The input

p
vectors were normalized with means and variances com-
uted from the partitioned data, to allow them to take

t
i
advantage of the different range of acoustic values presen
n the male and female speech data.

-
s

Recognition results over an independent, 600
entence test set are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1

d
g
shows the word recognition accuracy using an all-wor
rammar, where any word can follow any other word in

the vocabulary. Word error rate is defined as

(3) 0hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh × 10
sinsertions + deletions + substitution

s

T

WE (%) =
total number of word

able 2 shows the word error rate using the standard
s

o
DARPA perplexity 60 word-pair grammar (which allow
nly a predefined subset of the vocabulary words to fol-

low any given word).

The first column in each table is obtained by sum-

h
ming the word errors from the highest probability sentence
ypothesis from the male and female subrecognizers. The

o
second column shows recognition error when the MLP
utput is used as defined in equation (2), using the auxili-

s
ary gender classification network. The third column
hows what the hypothetical word error rate would be if a

100% accurate gender classifier were available.

The recognition score for each grammar case was

o
significantly improved by using our hybrid HMM/MLP
ver the pure context-independent HMM system (not the

M
state-of-the-art DECIPHER). For each GI-initialized, GD

LP G1—G5 we saw an additional small but consistent
improvement compared with the GI MLP.

Using the same number of units but training the

p
"Separate 5/9" networks from scratch on separate on M/F
artitioned data (ie, without GI smoothing) yielded worse

t
performance, probably because we no longer had enough
raining data to estimate the parameters adequately. A

t
i
smaller network with fewer weights did better, but did no
mprove on our previous GI results.

y
o

The best reduction in word error rate achieved b
ur gender-dependent networks was 6.78% (with GD) in

e
w
the no-grammar case, and 4.48% (with G5) using th

ord-pair grammar (compared to the GI hybrid). The

l
difference between GI and G3 is significant at the 95%
evel in the all-word grammar case. None of the

differences are significant in the grammar case.

Table 1: Word Error Rate (%) with No grammar. Tested
e

a
on combined Feb89 and Oct89 DARPA test sets (13 mal
nd 7 female speakers, 5245 words).

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Without With Told

ri Network Classifier Classifier Correct Gendeiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iBaseline - pure HMM 44.84 N/A N/Aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i Baseline - GI MLP 30.07 N/A N/Aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i G1 29.82 29.59 29.48iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i G2 29.59 28.90 28.94iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i G3 28.37 28.03 27.89iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i G4 29.38 28.58 28.64iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i G5 28.35 28.14 28.03iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i Separate - 9 frames 36.57 35.35 35.20iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i Separate - 5 frames 29.99 30.07 29.76iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiicc
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Table 2: Word Error Rate (%) with Word-Pair grammar.

ame test set as in Table 1.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

N
Without With Told

etwork Classifier Classifier Correct Genderiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Baseline - pure HMM 14.01 N/A N/A iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Baseline - GI MLP 7.82 N/A N/A iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
G1 7.68 7.68 7.68 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
G2 7.70 7.55 7.51 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
G3 7.70 7.53 7.42 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
G4 7.70 7.51 7.45 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
G5 7.49 7.47 7.47 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Separate - 9 frames 11.73 15.21 18.21 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Separate - 5 frames 8.08 8.16 8.01 i
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6. DISCUSSION

arlier, we specified three possible ways to introduce

(

gender consistency into our networks:

1) Train separate models on smaller, gender-

(

partitioned data sets.

2) Make model parameters a function of both the

(

acoustics and the speaker’s gender.

3) Initializing GD MLP training with GI weights to

I

create robust GD networks.

n this paper, we have presented results for approaches (1)
t

r
and (3); work on method (2) is in progress, but is not ye
eady for presentation.

Training separate GD models from scratch with no
I

M
GI smoothing gave much worse results than a purely G

LP, probably because there was not enough training data

r
to fully train two complete sets of weights. We tried
ecognition with a smaller MLP to reduce the number of

g
free parameters, producing better results, but still not as
ood as the smoothed GD/GI networks.

-
r

GI and GD smoothing improved recognition accu
acy in all cases, though only by a small amount. Larger

e
improvements were reported by Konig [6]. However, the
xperiments reported there started with a simpler recog-

r
i
nizer with poorer performance, leaving more room fo
mprovement.

We initialized our male and female MLPs from a
good set of gender-independent weights and then trained



s
them separately on partitioned male and female training
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ubsets. We used a cross-validation halting criterion to
.

M
guarantee good generalization without losing robustness

ixing GI and GD training with cross-validation
e

n
guaranteed that GD phone-classification performanc
ever dropped below GI levels, at least for our cross-

validation set.

We trained five different MLP architectures with
f

e
the mixed procedure to explore the modeling power o
ach network connection layer, and to discover the rela-

r
tionship between the number of free GD parameters and
ecognition performance; in GD training mode, only a

a
subset of weights were changed, all others remained fixed
t their initial GI values. Of the five, only architectures

s
G3 and G5 (see Section 4) resulted in statistically
ignificant gains in word-recognition accuracy (only in the

e
M
no-grammar case). The common feature of both thes

LP architectures was GD input-hidden layer weights.

h
The other networks, G1, G2, and G4, modified only
idden-output connections or biases, and did not produce

s
t
(statistically) significantly improved accuracy. It seem
hat the GD adjustment of input-to-hidden weights was

-
f
necessary to achieve any improvement in recognition per
ormance. The difference in performance between net-

works G3 and G5 were very small, and not significant.

We speculate that the (hidden layer) features

i
learned by the original, initializing MLP were primarily
ndependent of speaker gender. Training gender depen-

b
dent input to hidden layer weights allows the MLP to
etter extract these features from the input speech, taking

r
f
advantage of any differences between the purely male o
emale cepstral data. In the future, we will try to confirm

n
l
this hypothesis by computing correlations between hidde
ayer activations and speaker gender.

d
b

Finally, our gender adaptation scheme worke
etter when not using any grammar than when we used

r
s
the DARPA word-pair grammar. The word-pair gramma
trongly constrains word order within a sentence, probably

.enough to mask small improvements in MLP performance

7. CONCLUSIONS

h
r
We have shown a new way to train GD MLPs for speec
ecognition with minimum cost beyond the effort of train-

s
ing an initial GI network. This approach allows the
moothing of GI and GD parameters. A range of MLP

n
g
architectures, sharing different subsets of weights betwee
enders, was tested. In all cases, we saw a small but con-

sistent improvement in word recognition accuracy.

In the future, we plan to finish investigating train-
-

t
ing that makes model parameters a function of both acous
ics and speaker gender. We will also combine our GD

-
n
MLPs with GD HMM models and investigate the robust
ess of the final hybrid to new speech, comparing it to

.
F
GD HMM models obtained with deleted interpolation

inally, we plan to explore the use of smoothed priors,

m
and combine our results with the context-dependent

odeling scheme described by Franco [4].
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igure 1: Block Diagram of a Gender-Dependent Hybrid

F

HMM/MLP Speech Recognizer.

igure 2: MLP Architecture: The GI MLP has 234
t

r
inputs, 512 hidden units, and 69 outputs. Each output uni
epresents one context-independent phone class. The GD

d
G
networks G1—G5 are initialized with a set of fully traine

I weights; during GD training, only those weights
-

w
covered by the grey bars labeled with the appropriate net

ork names (G1—G5) are adjusted, all others remain
fixed at their GI values.
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